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NRLC Social Studies Curriculum
Implementation Interim Report 2007-2008
“Reaching New Heights”

Interim Report
Northwest Regional Learning Consortium
Grant Background
Alberta Education provided a three year $525 000 grant to NRLC
to continue implementation support of the new Social Studies
program.
Overarching Project Goal:
Given that student learning is enhanced when jurisdiction staff
have access to effective Professional Development, and that
professional development needs to focus on enhancing
professional practice as well as leadership capacity at the school
and jurisdiction levels we have identified an overarching goal for
our project:
Students will demonstrate achievement of specific learner
outcomes for their grade level according to the Alberta Social
Studies Program of Study.
As Professional development is a shared responsibility, NRLC
believes that our role in actualizing this goal is to provide
strategies and professional development support that will lead
teachers to develop their knowledge and understanding of the
new curriculum and be able to implement the new program of
studies as intended.
Our planning to meet this goal will be shaped by our beliefs about
effective curriculum implementation:
Effective curriculum implementation leads to
a change in practice that enhances student learning.
Effective Collaboration (process) - Effective Practice (content) Effective Adult learning (context)
Overview
This implementation plan was developed by the Project
Coordinator in consultation with the NRLC Executive Director and
the Zone One Advisory Committee, and based on feedback and

www.nrlc.net

data collected in the first cycle of social studies implementation.
The 2007-2008 plan followed the cycle laid out in the Guide to
Comprehensive PD planning includes innovative professional
development strategies to address all grant requirements. These
are fully outlined in the complete project plan (available on the
NRLC website at www.nrlc.net and as an appendix to this report).
There are multiple entry points and the menu of learning
opportunities is scaffolded to ensure that teachers are able to
access professional development that meets their learning needs
whether they are initiating, developing or sustaining their growth.
This grant supports implementation over three school years (from
2007 through 2010) and this interim report covers year one
(September 1, 2007—August 31, 2008).
Regional Background/Context
The NRLC region includes nine school districts as well as
francophone, band, private and charter schools in a large
geographic area that covers the northern half of Alberta. The
combination of rural and urban schools makes for a multiplicity of
teaching assignments and professional development needs. NRLC
is responsive to emerging needs from all stakeholders and
recognizes that adaptability and flexibility are essential to ensure
all needs are met.
Zone One Districts
Fort Vermilion SD #52, Grande Prairie RCSSD #28, Grande
Prairie Public SD #2357, High Prairie SD #48, Holy Family
Catholic RD #37, Northern Gateway RD #10, Northland SD
#61, Northwest Francophone Ed #1, Peace River SD #10, Peace
Wapiti SD #76, Francophone-Charter-Private-Band Schools;
Partners: Alberta Education, ATA, NRLC

Partners in Curriculum Implementation

Karen Egge, Executive Director • Leslie Snyder, Project Coordinator
Curriculum Facilitators provide sustainability;
facilitate, model, mentor; small group or 1 to 1

Facilitators
demonstrate, design, develop
and deliver quality PD

Administrators show leadership,
walk the talk, provide resources,
encourage participation

Provincial Social Studies Project Coordinators, Alberta Ed
share resources, work collaboratively

Teachers we need to
nurture & support; guide and
mentor; listen to their voices

Project Coordinator –
create, coordinate,
collaborate, communicate

Executive Director
works collaboratively with all
zone and project partners.

Advisory Committee –
influential, informative, innovative,
implementation ambassadors
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Report on Grant Deliverables
NRLC Social Studies Project Advisory Committee

Advisory Committee
Nine districts and a number of private and band schools were invited to continue participating
on the Social Studies advisory committee (see complete list on previous page). One of the
districts accesses most of their service from ERLC and attends meetings infrequently, with the
other eight districts regularly attending meetings and actively participating on our committee.
The main role of this group is to provide input as they
oversee the planning and monitor the progress of project
implementation. These representative voices provide
feedback on effective implementation strategies, offer
suggestions for PD, collaborate on larger zone projects, and
provide input re unique district needs.
Advisory committee meetings were held six times
(including dual purpose meetings allowing the central core
of the advisory to serve in multiple roles). Within the core
advisory group a strong bond and a high degree of trust has
developed – they value the sharing, collaboration and
open discussion forum where they can
Dates of
# of Districts
# of
Total # in
bring issues, concerns, ideas and
Meetings
Represented
Partners
Attendance
innovations to our project. Roving advisory
September 24
2
2
25
meetings allowed larger numbers of
teachers from the field to participate in
October 31
7
3
18
short luncheon meetings on specific topics
January 11
7
2
18
related to the project.
March 5
5
2
13
Meetings often include a professional
development component (i.e. Admin
April 21
5
2
13
Toolkit session) and are structured to
May 21
7
2
30
provide active participation surrounding
Total
102
elements of the plan. This rich discussion
has led to comprehensive PD planning, resulting in a variety of innovative opportunities and an
ever-increasing number of collaborative inter-jurisdictional ventures (e.g. Anne Davies
assessment series).
Advisory members work on innovative approaches to overcome any obstacles related to the
project (e.g. increase attendance, distance/travel issues, work with school calendars to reduce
sub problems, et al). As well they work to understand the plethora of session options, provide
advice on ways to increase teacher and administrator engagement, and more! They have
provided many useful suggestions to NRLC in general, as well as the social studies project.
Incorporation of many of these ideas has led to improved project participation and results.
The advisory is crucial to the success of the project and we have had great success in working
with both the central core of members and the “roving advisory.” A continued goal is to
involve more administrators so that we may access their expertise and influence in encouraging
teacher attendance at sessions. The advisory group has developed an intimate knowledge of
both the project and the zone. They have the most influence with site admin and teachers.
Working closely with advisory committee members continues to be very important to project
success.
Indicators of success: high attendance at advisory meetings; all districts represented throughout
the year; inclusion of aboriginal and francophone representatives; open dialogue and consensus
on project plans; consensus on use of grant funding; district sharing and networking; modeling
program pedagogy with advisory group; use of VC for meetings; NRLC, Alberta Ed, ATA
partners.
District in-kind contributions:
Meeting space, video conference suites, travel and release time for central office advisory
members
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Advisory Comments and
Suggestions:
• I have attended advisory
meetings. It is good to meet
everyone and I would plan to
attend any future meetings.
• The NRLC has provided us with
an amazing opportunity for inhouse PD. The workshop will get
us off to a great start for the year.
• I heard great things about the
summer social studies sessions.
Congratulations on another
successful series!
• Advisory meetings are a good use
of my time.
• Perhaps some of the data
collection needed could be done
at the meeting instead of through
email and electronic surveys.
• Communication methods are
fine. The fewer the better. We are
inundated with email.
• Do we have a critical mass of
teachers who now really
understand the new program of
studies?
• I have regularly attended the
advisory meetings – this has been
great as an overview and an
opportunity to provide feedback.
• I’m thinking of ways to use the
Admin Toolkit appendices with
workshops at the district level.
• Where will I go from here? How
will I get through to staff who
don’t really get it?
• What are the gaps for teachers
who are already implementing?
• This will help me engage staff in
curriculum conversations.
• Could we have specific modelling
of a class by a “mentor” teacher?
• Maybe parent/school council
offerings on the new curriculum?
• Helping teachers = helping
students.
• Communication is great.
• We need to create a process
around how the newsletter is
circulated so that multiple copies
don’t end up in the inboxes.
• Sometimes too much information
– a few bold lines and then an
attachment might be better.
• I’ve had far too many surveys this
year (not just NRLC—everything
has a survey this year) and as a
result am probably not giving as
much information as I should.

Report on Grant Deliverables
Project Coordinator

A full time project coordinator was in place for 2007- 08. As the
central project contact, the coordinator works to facilitate zone
opportunities while collaborating among teachers, districts, Zone
One members, NRLC Executive Director, Alberta Ed, ATA and
teachers’ convention boards, and other provincial social studies
coordinators.
This diverse role includes communication, support, coordination,
organization … presenting, networking, liaising, consulting,
strategizing, responding, planning and preparing (sessions, plans,
reports and more), listening … creativity, development, reflection,
goal setting, vision, collaboration.
The NRLC project coordinator communicates closely with all
stakeholders using various methods including face to face
meetings; electronic media (telephone, email, webcast, video
conference, website); through reports, documents and newsletters.
Most communication is two way dialogue that informs the project
and allows for a responsive plan that meets the needs of teachers
in zone classrooms.
Districts have expressed their appreciation at having one main
contact who can work with them to assist in meeting their needs.
This has contributed to the strength and diversity of the overall
project in zone one.

Budget and Administration

A total of $525 000 is available for the three years of this cycle of
the project. A draft budget was prepared for 2007-08 and
approved by the Advisory. Tracking of deliverables still required
additional resources for grant administration. With the multiplicity
of session types offered through NRLC under this grant, additional
office time was required to ensure that proper accounting, tracking
and recording procedures were followed.
The overall budget was designed to encourage district
collaboration and multiple partnerships. This proved to be very
effective with resources shared for more than 44 regular
workshops, 3 webcasts (shared provincially with other consortia),
and a series of 6 full days on assessment with Anne Davies
involving more than 1800 participants.
Session costs were generally $40 and 97% of participants felt the
registration fee was reasonable. NRLC also allowed teachers from
other subject areas to attend sessions at the same cost as social
studies teachers. Every attempt was made to ensure equity and
equality for all districts as well as band and private schools.
NRLC was able to stay within budget parameters while providing a
high calibre, varied program. Funding was reduced in 2007-08 to
stay in line with the reduced grant dollars available for 2007-2010.
Multiple learning opportunities and cross subject approaches
continued to be emphasized in order to maximize funding and
build teacher capacity. The funding for curriculum
implementation is important to districts and the zone, and allows
teachers to become immersed in both the content and the
pedagogy that they will use with students.

District in-kind contributions:

Payroll and contractual services for seconded project coordinator

Comments:

• Congratulations! What an amazing report!
• I really appreciate the effort that Mrs. Snyder has put forth in
making available a vast array of opportunities for teachers for PD as
well as her personal interest and support for my success. Thanks
and keep up the excellent work that you do!
• Well done on the report. It is very informative and gives a detailed
picture of what SS implementation looks like in Zone One. The
visuals are an excellent addition as well.
• Hey Leslie, thanks for the exceptional work you did in setting up
the admin toolkit session for us.
• Thank you Leslie—awesome job!
• Excellent pace/level of activity …
in the session today.
• Thanks! Worthwhile session!
• Thanks again for your great
presentation to us yesterday! It
was all positive comments that I
heard.
• Thanks for all of your hard work
this year.

Comments Re Budget:

• Our district has taken the shared approach: District/School/
Consortia. Without the [project] funding this would have been
very difficult with just the District and School portion. We have
been able to put PD in the classroom, as close to the teacher as
possible so that time and money aren’t such big issues. It has
heightened our awareness of the importance of planning with
new curriculum, because we have had to submit a plan of
action for how the money is to be used. [Collaborating with
project and district funding] has provided high caliber PD
opportunities with international speakers like Anne Davies ...
Northern Alberta would never be able to afford having such [a]
speaker here. Registration costs are very, very reasonable,
including lunch and materials. NRLC is very willing to meet our
PD needs and is very open to suggestions and requests. Carol
Fedoruk, Curriculum & Instruction, PRSD #10
• The S.S. cohorts are an example of the excellent work that can
happen among teachers when given the time, money and
support they need to be successful in new program
implementation. ... Teachers need to plan together, create
together and share. This is by far the best P.D. If we really want
to address such huge paradigm shifts then we need to support
teachers in a much different way than we have traditionally.
Gone are the days of one shot P.D. Teachers need to be led by
an “expert” in a practical day where they work and create
together but under the skilled direction of a facilitator who has
some expertise. Dana Laliberte, Curriculum & Instruction,
HFCRD #37

Budget Expenses
07/08
07/08
Building Leadership Capacity: Web 2.0 Tools $15000, Assessment Facilitators $8000, Children’s Lit Facilitators $10000 $33000
99 Minutes Webcast Pilot Series
$12000
District Delivered Sessions
$45000
NRLC Delivered Sessions
$83632
Summer Workshops
$30000
Project Coordinator/Facilitator
$11000
Resources: Newsletter $1500, Wiki $3000
$4500
Jurisdiction Assistance $1500, Roving Advisory Ctee $3000
$4500
Totals
$337632
Balance
Implementation Plan Elements

NRLC Interim Report 2007-2008
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Report on Grant Deliverables
Project Plan

NRLC continued the process of consulting with advisory
representatives, reviewing survey data, and listening to teacher
voice as a plan was prepared for 2007-08. The plan addressed all
grant requirements (innovative PD activities and strategies,
multiple perspectives, summer institutes, administrator sessions,
building district capacity, role of project coordinator). The plan
received unanimous approval at all levels of governance.
The plan has been developed following the cycle outlined in A
Guide to Comprehensive Professional Development Planning and
additionally is based on the 3 pillars of ARPDC beliefs about
curriculum implementation (Effective Collaboration, Effective
Practice, Effective Adult Learning).
Careful attention has ensured that
teachers will be able to enhance their
professional practice whether they are
initiating, developing or sustaining their
learning while providing for multiple
entry points.
During the year the plan was
continuously re-visited and modified to
reflect district needs, lessons learned,
best practices, teacher feedback, zone
input, and new ideas from a variety of
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sources. The plan continues to be a “living” document for the
zone.
Teachers, administrators and district key contacts were surveyed to
provide pre and post implementation data, allowing the plans to
be responsive to zone and district realities, and enabling the
project to be reflective of those who are implementing the
program in our classrooms.
Districts were encouraged to create their own implementation
plans. This has only met with moderate success. Administrators
were asked to identify if social studies implementation plans were
in place. Administrators were aware of 33% of schools that have
an implementation plan in place; 44% of districts are known to
have an implementation plan in place. This data
continues to suggest that district
implementation planning is an area in need of
further attention.
NRLC is working with each district and
encouraging them to be informed, active
advocates with “living” school and district
implementation plans.
District Contributions
Meeting time to prepare district and school
implementation plans; advisory members to
contribute to and approve NRLC zone plan.

http://www.Wordle.net

Report on Grant Deliverables
Provision of Learning Opportunities

Professional development has been offered in many different formats as noted in the “Wordle” in the above diagram.
# of Lrng
# of
Avg #/
Description of Learning Oppor.
Oppor. Participants Session
NRLC Regional Learning Oppor.
43
688
16
District Delivered Learning Oppor.
51
1655
32
Anne Davies Assessment Series
6
1848
308
Webcasts: 99 Min. of Social Studies
3
130
43
Total for NRLC & District Sessions – Full Day
103
4321
Mighty Peace Teachers Convention (part day)
20
337
17
Sessions offered by Curriculum Facilitators
25
177
7

When planning 2007-08 NRLC considered a variety of
elements (these are examples only)
• Building sustainability within districts
• Meeting basic program requirements (e.g. overview, Dimensions
of Thinking, Multiple Perspectives)
• Unique district characteristics (e.g. Colony schools, multi grades)
• Structure of PD days within district/zone (e.g. PLCs, monthly PD
Fridays, afternoon PD, district days, convention)
• Administrative support (site and central)
• District and teacher requests for specific presenters/sessions (e.g.
Anne Davies, Brenda Dyck, Garfield Gini-Newman, Wally
Diefenthaler)
• Emerging needs and trends (e.g. webcasting, podcasting)
• Participant feedback (e.g. Cognitive Coaching, group planning
time, demonstration lessons)
• Areas of concern (e.g. Assessment, Online Guide)
General Session Categories:
NRLC Regional Learning Opportunities: Sessions were offered by
NRLC in many locations: wide variety of topics, additional sessions
on request. Offered sessions at Mighty Peace Teachers’ Convention.
Summer workshops – well received, well attended.
District/School Delivered PD: Districts could access funding to
bring facilitators to their PD Days, inservices, PLCs, after school
workshops, staff meetings. Encouraged to partner and maximize resources - this occurred at 27+ learning opportunities.
Anne Davies Assessment Series: Six days of PD were offered with
Anne Davies as lead facilitator. This successful series saw entire districts participating in large group format, and in smaller leadership
settings.
Webcasts: Three were held provincially—pilot project titled “99
Minutes of Social Studies”

Building Leadership Capacity: offered specifically in children’s literature, admin toolkit, assessment, web 2.0 tools, cognitive coaching
Reflections:
• The number of sessions/participants in 2007-08 more than
doubled this year over the previous year. Part of this can be
attributed to zone collaboration for the Anne Davies assessment
series which garnered over 1800 participants in six days.
• All districts collaborated to host Anne Davies during the year.
One session was hosted at an arena (Anne refers to it as “Anne
on Ice”) and there were 850 participants that day—the largest
session NRLC has ever hosted. Out of a highly successful series,
this was the day that presented a number of unique challenges.
• Collaboration between NRLC, school districts, francophone,
charter, band schools
• Provincial collaboration occurred 4 times - webcast, francophone
• Sessions for Administrators: Admin Toolkit sessions were hosted
four times (3 at district request)
• Sessions that were “district sponsored” had higher average
attendance including the Anne Davies sessions.
• Sessions hosted by curriculum facilitators were most often
offered in 1-to-1 or small group mentor type settings; facilitator
data includes two sessions offered jointly with Francophone
Consortium (Summer, 2008)
• Working closely with Mighty Peace Teachers Convention was
rewarding – many teachers could access PD
• Holding sessions in multiple locations offered more challenges
this year (Peace River no longer has regular airline service) thus
we offered sessions in fewer locations and many teachers found
this difficult.
• A partial list of sessions is included in Appendix B – ”2007-2008
Year At A Glance”
NRLC Interim Report 2007-2008
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Report on Grant Deliverables

Building Leadership Capacity:

Building Capacity Through Assessment: Sessions
were offered to train teacher leaders using the
ERLC resource kit on assessment in social
studies – 7 districts attended.
Administrators’ Tookit: All districts were offered
a session on using this excellent resource/toolkit
– most districts have participated to some
degree; will be contacting all districts to
encourage booking this session.
Web 2.0 Tools for Technology: training to
provide coaching and mentoring skills and
knowledge to lead teachers so they can provide
leadership at their schools using Web 2.0 tools.
Weaving Children’s Literature into Social
Studies: Most districts participated. Very
successful with facilitators presenting many
sessions and one-to-one coaching sessions with
teachers in the zone. Contracted further
development of additional middle school
resource based on teacher requests.
Cognitive Coaching: less emphasis this year –
districts were provided with some funding to
work with Cognitive Coaching within their
districts. Continued exceptional response.
Anne Davies Assessment Series: Districts were
invited to send teacher leaders to two different
day-long “leadership in assessment” workshops.
These leaders were then given the opportunity to
work with groups of teachers as table facilitators
during the large group sessions that Anne led on
the second day of each series. These teachers
received additional resources and invaluable
training that continued to build local leadership
capacity.
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Comments:
Train the Trainer: Social Studies Assessment:
• Ideas and templates are ideal to apply in any subject area and useful to
guide student involvement.
• We are going to meet with grade level teachers to develop comprehensive
performance assessments/tests/etc to produce unit plans.
• This has reinforced my understanding of the principles of this workshop – I
will be presenting portions of this to other teachers at our schools.
• Great working with Sherry – very good at getting to the “heart”. Thanks
Leslie, for piggy backing on to AAC training.
Admin Toolkit Sessions:
• I can’t wait to use this resource with my staff.
• Incorporate this tool as a point of reflection—an examination of where we
are going—at a staff meeting or PLC day.
• This resource allows me to ask appropriate questions to get teachers
thinking about what “new” curriculum is about.
• There was clear recognition that this document would help form the basis
for conversations with teachers, for PD with staffs, for a quick review prior
to classroom visitations.
• Liked the fact that the binder isn’t 200 pages & is easy to navigate with
tabs.
• This established an effective foundation for our admin retreat.
• An extensive conversation took place that indicated a high level of
engagement and a deep understanding regarding the significance of the
Toolkit as a support for administrators.
Web 2.0 Tools for Technology
• Thank you—my brain is flying through ideas.
• This is great information. Let’s put it to work.
• I will incorporate these techniques when meeting with teachers and
planning technology lessons.
• Allows me to present to teachers with immediate practical applications to
curriculum: looking at grade 4 Alberta SS topic completing a
communitywalk.com.
• We need to video these workshops and save them.
• How lucky am I to be able to attend today? I’ve already shared things with
staff and tomorrow I’ll do the same with the kids.
Weaving Children’s Lit Facilitators:
• Great model—inspiring and effective. Excellent to build on, transfer,
develop for the French learning community. I will be presenting to our
other schools ...and to HFCRD administrators.
• Specific steps to follow as a facilitator. Very clear to use to present to
others.
• Excellent presentation! Best SS presentation/in-service that I have
attended! Thank you!
Cognitive Coaching Series:
• Use the process to help my teachers reflect on their own teaching … less
solution based managing.
• Use the various maps when coaching/helping admin in my district.
• I’m going to keep this training manual right on the side of my desk and
practice-practice-practice.
• Not only enjoyable but also beneficial.
• Excellent PD. Looking forward to using the tools and strategies that will
enhance learning in our school.
• The Cognitive Coaching course has been the best PD I’ve had in my 4
years of teaching.
Anne Davies Assessment—Leadership
• I will be modeling some of the criteria setting, as part of “walk the talk”
• Look at finding exemplars for teachers. Incorporating these ideas into the
essential outcomes group.
• Allow time to talk with other leaders in our school on these assessment
topics to help staff improve assessment practices.
• Dealing with adults requires the need to model the behaviour we want
teachers to use—facilitate adult learning.
• How do you transfer this to a virtual school? … How do you incorporate
peer assessment?
• Great jigsaw—very valuable.
• Lots of thought provoking discussion of timely topics—thanks for the
opportunity to explore more on grading and reporting.

Report on Grant Deliverables
District Delivered Learning Opportunities

Districts and/or schools could apply for funds to have PD provided in
locations of their choice. There was increased collaboration and
all districts participated enthusiastically in this area of the
project.
• 51 District Days, 1655 total participants.
• 27+ PD days co-hosted by 2 or more districts, band
schools.
• District/school requested sessions have higher number of
participants (average 32 participants per session).
• District requested sessions rarely get cancelled due to lack
of registrations.
• Anne Davies assessment series – 6 sessions, 1848
participants – average 308 per session.
District Contributions: Release days, food and travel costs,
materials for sessions, funding contributions.

NRLC Regional Learning Opportunities

NRLC provided a wide variety of workshops with low reg fees (hosting
costs only) and an average number of 16 participants per session
• Workshops hosted in central locations with additional sessions
scheduled on request.
• 20 Sessions were also held at Mighty Peace Teachers Convention
with good average attendance (17 per session).
• Supper sessions were often cancelled; evening and weekend
opportunities received high praise but had low registrations.
• Sessions were open to teachers in other subject areas at the same
subsidized cost.
• 43 Learning Opportunities, 688 participants in 2007-08
• All sessions were offered as joint ventures with multiple districts
and/or band/private schools.
District Contributions: Sub costs, food and travel costs.

Summer Workshops

Zone one teachers continue to be positive about their summer
workshop experiences. A one day overview was offered as well as a
one day integrating technology session for all levels. These were
followed by more specific programming.
• Grade 11 Nation and Nationalism: 19 participants (2 days).
• Grade 9 Canada Opportunities and Challenges: 21 participants
(2 days).
• Remix 2008: Social Studies for a Digital Generation: 20 participants
(2 days).
Session participants expressed very high levels of satisfaction and
applicability to classroom work. NRLC was very pleased with the
teacher attendance.
District Contributions: subsidization of food and travel costs.

Admin Toolkit sessions

Specific sessions were held for administrators using the Admin Toolkit.
This resource is user-friendly and administrators were engaged with the
range of activities assembled in one place.
• More districts are booking this session into the next year.
• This is an important participant group for this project – their support
and modelling is essential for teacher participation and success.
• 3 district sessions, 1 at Mighty Peace Teachers’ Convention—session
evaluations were very positive.
District Contributions: release time, food and travel costs, venues.
NRLC Interim Report 2007-2008
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Report on Grant Deliverables
Newsletters

Professional articles were contracted (topics this year included: Multiple Perspectives,
Using Digital Historical Narratives, Social Participation as a Democratic Process) to provide
teachers with independent or group study materials.
• 49% of teachers have seen one or more copies (up 10% over last year).
• 57% of administrators have seen one or more copies (up 8% over last year).
• 85% of those who have read a newsletter agree that the content is useful (up 6% over
last year).
For future planning: Use more local content in newsletters (see Appendix C). Showcase
what teachers/schools are doing in zone one to promote ideas for classroom use. Encourage
use of archived articles located on the website. Districts can use newsletters for PD at staff
or admin meetings; teachers can use them for personal PD. This is still relatively “new” and
requires nurturing. Numbers as indicated above show increased readership.
District Contributions: local distribution costs, additional printing costs.

Electronic Sources for Teachers
NRLC Website – We want to provide resources to teachers that will reduce the amount of
search time needed for them to find information for student use and lesson planning. We
intend it to be a central hub leading them to important sites, materials, and a listing of all
current/updated sessions being hosted in the zone.
Teachers and administrators are going to the website in increasing numbers.
• 68% of teachers responded that they use the website “occasionally” or “often” (up 18%
over last year).
Next steps include ensuring materials are current and easy to search and continuing to
budget the resources to keep the website up to date. Continue to showcase it at PD events,
ensure it is on all communication materials, and constantly refer to it by sending teachers
there are their first source of information.
LearnAlberta (formerly Online Guide to Implementation) - At the end of the school year
there was a transition of this provincial portal for teachers. Next steps include directing
them to the new location and encouraging them to create accounts/workspaces.
• Use of this resource has increased to over 70% (up 20% over the previous year).
With teachers moving toward electronic/digital resources, NRLC must ensure ready access
and host sessions that will showcase the excellent resources available in this comprehensive
site. We must direct them to the resources that are already created and ready to use.
Because of some difficulties with the first few roll outs of the Online Guide, there has been
some reticence about using it – thus the increase in the number of teachers we see in the
07/08 survey is great news!

Partnerships
Partnerships allow NRLC to connect more closely to the community and local resources. A
number of teachers do this individually; when NRLC is involved it allows even more
teachers to be exposed to local resources.
• NRLC partnered with the ATA at the Mighty Peace Teachers Convention. Twenty
sessions were hosted in a variety of areas for all grade levels of the social studies program
and they had an average attendance of 17 teachers per session.
• We also partnered with the other provincial consortia to sponsor sessions/speakers at the
ATA Provincial Social Studies conference hosted in October in Jasper. Dr. Roland Case
was our featured speaker and over 100 teachers attended his mini keynote on “Using
Primary Source Documents.” Consortia agree to continue sponsoring speakers at this
conference.
• The Peace River Museum project did not get going this year but is on the worksheet for
future consideration. We have intentions of creating lessons related to artifacts that
teachers could use when taking classes to the museum, and possible expansion to
“museum in a box” activities. There is also an exceptional centre for FNMI resources in
Grouard and the Grande Prairie Museum as other potential partnerships for future work.
• A number of teachers from Grande Prairie Regional College’s “TEN” program (Teacher
Education North) were able to attend a few sessions. Unfortunately we did not establish
a joint project/session with them during 07/08.
• NRLC sponsored one French Immersion curriculum facilitator to attend training sessions
in French which were organized and presented by the French consortium. This facilitator
then presented sessions for the Francophone Consortium during “Sessions d’Ete.” NRLC
will continue to sponsor a lead teacher for this role.
12
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Report on Grant Deliverables
Provincial Webcasts
Bringing the experts to Zone One – Virtually

NRLC partnered with Learning Network and Calgary Regional
Consortium to do a much-requested pilot project delivering PD
via webcast. After much research a license was purchased for
WebEx software and project coordinators began to build capacity.
Our goal was to make PD accessible anytime, any place.
Date

Topic/Grade Level/Presenter

Oct 16 Introducing Primary Students to Historical Thinking
(K-3) – Dr. Roland Case
Oct 23 Helping Elementary Students Think About History
(gr 5-8) – Dr. Roland Case
Oct 30 Engaging the Teenage Brain – Garfield Gini-Newman
• Training was required to run the webcast; we also worked with
presenters to help them become adept at presenting in this
environment (both the pedagogy and the actual running of the
WebEx tool required preparation).
• TC2 offered their services at no charge in order to build their
own capacity in the use of the webcast as a vehicle for PD
delivery—Roland Case and Garfield Gini-Newman were the
two lead facilitators who came to zone one “virtually.”
• Initially there was “site overkill” as we worked to ensure that
we would have everything in place. Registration processes
were streamlined as we got into the process. As well, we found
that we did not need local facilitators which made the sessions
easier to run.
• Teachers from rural areas signed up more than urban teachers
and sessions were not offered in all communities by every
consortia as this was a pilot series (e.g. CRC only offered to a
limited number of rural districts).
• Topics were narrow which restricted the audience pool; 130
teachers from zone one participated in the three webcasts
(average 43 teachers per session).
• Materials were provided before and after the workshop. There
were sites where teachers could follow up but participation was
low in this area. Teachers really like the detailed session
handouts which are archived at www. 99minutes.pbwiki.com.
• Webcasts are archived at www.learning-network.org.
District Contributions:
Technology assistants Consortium
Number of Sites
to ensure set up of
Oct 16 Oct 23 Nov 6
computers, computer
NRLC
20
18
14
labs for viewing,
LN
7
4
9
assistance with
handouts and
ERLC
5
4
4
registrations
CARC
8
6
6
CRC
4
5
5
SAPDC
6
5
4
Dr. Roland Case (left)
Garfield Gini-Newman (below)

Comments
• Thank you for organizing this pilot for us. I think it is a valuable
tool in the world of PD especially with our busy schedules. For
those of us who live further north it is also nice not to travel.
• Webcasting is easier than video conferencing.
• I have not participated in distance learning before (other than
watching some videos on line), so I have nothing to compare
this too. It was nice to be able to participate in the presentation
in my own community. Had this been a regular workshop, I
would otherwise have been unable to attend due to limited PD
Days. Given the challenges that arise during a pilot, we had
anticipated some glitches. Like with everything, some people
responded better than others so we had a few fires to put out in
terms of promoting this as a viable/reliable method of PD
delivery.
• I am still thrilled that we had Roland Case and Garfield Gini
Newman in our board room talking to us!!!!! TOYOTAS weren’t
the most reliable vehicles when they appeared on the North
American market….but, you can’t beat them today.
• It was a worthwhile experiment and I think it worked well, even
the problems helped to fine tune how to do things. So it was a
good learning experience. Plus it let us have a glimpse on how
on-line students have to work.
• Interaction: Good. By occasionally calling for a hand or smiley
face, people feel involved. I really liked this session. It was good
to have a refresher, especially with such a great presenter. I
liked the informal nature. It would have been much better to
have some people to interact with at my site.
• It was an interesting session...and the technology of it all was
especially cool, even with the glitches. I think the process has
real potential for delivering PD to rural teachers.
• I like this format because it allows us to participate in quality
presentations while not having to travel. We can enjoy a
comfortable atmosphere at our own school.
• I wonder if Bridget software could enhance this experience for
smaller groups than what we had. I would have liked more
interaction with all the participants. I do think this was an
effective way to allow people to see presenters and get
information out to remote rural schools.
• The 2 sessions I took part in certainly enhanced my professional
growth. 1. It was more than just sit and listen to a presentation.
Having the time to discuss and share helped us internalize the
learning. 2. Ability to text message the presenter as well as Dan
and Leslie was huge. It felt much more interactive than a video
conference. We didn't have to worry about making sure our
voice could be heard, or the camera was in the right place, etc.
• WebEx format seems to be an excellent way to facilitate
learning. It offers an interactive approach and is open to
questions. Hopefully the questions were answered – we
experienced some silent gaps during the session which I assume
was due to interaction by other participants.

Webcast Pros

Webcast Cons

Big name presenters in small
towns

Tech glitches

No travel, convenient,
accessible

Lack of interaction – need more
hands on

Cutting edge of technology

Easy to drift – be off task

Cost

Getting used to the technology
NRLC Interim Report 2007-2008
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Report on Grant Deliverables
Anne Davies Assessment Series
Bringing the experts to Zone One – In Person

All districts in zone one participated in bringing Anne Davies in
to do six days of PD on assessment (the most requested need
expressed during the first two years). This was almost a year in
the planning and substantial financial contributions were made
by a number of districts who chose to be “partners” in the event.
This allowed their teachers to have reduced registration fees.
Regular registrations were charged to teachers in districts who did
not contribute as much to the “up front” costs. This allowed us to
have a combined budget that would support the fees, venues, and
other costs. The six days provided some challenges but overall we
reached many teachers and built a lot of capacity around
assessment for learning in zone one.
• Workshops were hosted in Grande Prairie (four days) and Peace
River (two days).
• Two days were designated for leadership – teachers with
previous experience in assessment for learning, who would
help facilitate in the large group settings.
• 1848 participants attended the 6 days (average of 308 per
session).
• District Contributions:
Date
Location
Attendance
Sub costs, food and
Sept 27/07 Grande Prairie
158
travel costs, venue,
cash contributions.
Sept 28/08 Grande Prairie
850
• The challenges were
mostly around the
Feb 21-08 Grande Prairie
104
large Grande Prairie
venue which was held Feb 22/08 Grande Prairie
299
in an arena on a
covered ice surface – it April 25/08
Peace River
94
was very cold and the
sound and visuals
April 26.08
Peace River
343
were okay, but not
1848
exceptional. Teachers
were uncomfortable.

Leadership comments:

• Next time I have my own classroom I’ll seriously take in Anne’s
research. With my AISI group now I’ll look at setting criteria.
• I will work with teachers so that they realize assessments can be
part of the instructional process—in fact, discussing assessment
criteria can deepen instruction/learning.
• Get my staff to match portfolios with general outcomes.
• Review of triangulation, jigsaw, group names, graduated
independence .
• Set criteria for staff meetings.
• I will provide more time to reflect in PD sessions.
• Continue to “walk the talk” with my teachers.
• Work at helping teachers collect samples for strong and weak
work.
• Some good facilitation skills re-introduced – helpful for future
workshops.
• Looking forward to more session with Anne Davies.
• Things I liked: video clips, networking with other teachers,
chance to jigsaw book and then discuss.
• Excellent—great modelling of teacher behaviour, excellent
reflection time on process explanation.
• Great day! Thanks Leslie, for great organization. Thanks Anne,
for outstanding sharing.
• Thank you for allowing time to internalize this new learning, I
am hoping that with additional work tomorrow it will become
better internalized.
• Very engaging—informative—added to the knowledge I had.
• I am an assessment specialist for my district so I had a lot of the
info before but it is a great reminder to help refocus.
14
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Leadership workshop

Above: Seating plan in Peace River
Left: Dr. Anne Davies

Topic
Leading the way to AFL Part 1
AFL: Practical, Powerful & Time Saving
Building an Assessment Plan for Social Studies
Building and Assessment Plan for 1 Subj Area
Leading the way to AFL Part 2
Collecting Evidence of Learning/Reporting
Total number of participants over 6 days

Teacher participant comments:

• I am working on implementing this process with the recently
changed grade 7 social curriculum. Overall it is a demanding
curriculum so I will “pick & choose” what is used & how much
time I have.
• I hope we are not going to this facility again [GP arena].
• this is awesome to integrate with the new social curriculum.
• Mulling over ideas of how many marks are needed for report
card; keeping AFL out of report card—use only to inform
teaching.
• Going to use AB Ed learning exemplars to guide goal setting.
• More time on assessment at district and school level.
• Rubric bank: time to collaborate with teachers from same
grade/ subject.
• I didn’t enjoy attending such a large PD session (in terms of #s).
• Time for PLC’s to implement these ideas! Incredible potential to
change learning in our schools!
• Follow up session please – but use a different facility.
• Thank you – clear concise content – enough group work and
discussion to keep everyone engaged.
• I always learn something that can improve my practice. Many
thanks for your hard work NRLC.
• Very much enjoyed the structure of the day with smaller group
reflection time at table.
• I’m glad I got to develop my own assessment plan—I felt I got
some hands on experience that I can take with me.
• We need more examples for non-academic kids please.
• I wish I had been able to go to all the workshops—it would
have been rewarding.

Report on Grant Deliverables
Teacher Satisfaction with programming

Teachers and administrators consistently report very high degrees of satisfaction with the professional development offered
through the NRLC social studies curriculum implementation project.
NRLC Survey Questions completed by participants 2007-08
Results from Surveys at PD Opportunities for Social Studies

Satisfied or Very Satisfied

I am able to apply the information learned to my class/school/district

97%

Overall, I was satisfied with this session.
Satisfaction with NRLC session facilitators/presenters

97%
98%

Five Top Requests for PD Include …

In our annual survey, teachers are asked to identify which PD areas NRLC should focus on for the next year. When all grade
level surveys were combined, teachers indicated that they would like to work on five key areas – see overlay on photo (left).

• Assessment
• Grade Level Planning
• Demonstration Lessons
• Inquiry
• Critical Thinking

The primary purpose of public schooling is to promote student
learning. Research has shown student learning is enhanced when
jurisdiction staff members have access to effective professional development. … To be effective, professional development must be
integral to the day-to-day operation of a school. Since resources
are limited, PD must be well—planned in consultation with all education partners to ensure resources are used efficiently. Research
tells us change occurs over time. Therefore, for PD to be effective,
it must be systematically planned, systemic, supported and sustained. A comprehensive PD plan mindful of these factors should
result in school improvement and enhanced student learning. (A
Guide to Comprehensive PD Planning, Alberta Education, p. 1)

Reflections/Recommendations re NRLC programming:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work to develop district capacity and sustainability.
Encourage zone & provincial collaboration; expand upon work with francophone board and other consortia.
Continue to support teachers at multiple levels (initiate, develop, sustain).
“Evergreen” program elements to allow for multiple entry points - many teachers just beginning their journey.
Look into partnerships (e.g. Peace River Museum, AAC, TC2, other zones in province).
Continue working cross-subject— this increases the likelihood of transfer, builds teacher capacity.
Work with administrators.
Integrate multiple perspectives (including aboriginal and francophone).
Listen to teachers – be sensitive to overload.
Continue to provide PD in a variety of formats using embedded time and/or existing structures (1/2/3 day sessions, PLC days, PD days,
ATA PD days/activities, et al). Host in multiple sites.
• Explore alternate delivery options: webcast/VC, dinner sessions, weekends, summer.
• Provide convenient PD in locations close to home/school including “caching” sessions for later viewing.
• Be open, responsive, flexible, creative and fun. Ensure that teachers enjoy their PD experiences.

NRLC Interim Report 2007-2008
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Impact on Teacher Practice
Impact on Teacher Practice – Comparison to Two Year Summary

Is the curriculum implementation project having an impact on teacher practice?
Yes. This has been confirmed through survey data, anecdotal records, session evaluations, level of participation, and general discussions with teachers and administrators. In 2007-2008 teachers were again surveyed in clusters according to their initial year of implementation. This data has been compared to the
previous two year average based on the same questionnaire. The results are extremely positive and
encouraging.

Increase in Teacher Knowledge and Understanding

Data from teacher surveys at all grade level generally indicates that teachers who have received PD
through the NRLC curriculum implementation project indicate higher levels of knowledge and understanding the longer they were involved. Results after this third year show the largest gains – up to 17%!

Chart A
K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

2005-2007
Previous 2 Year Average
84
86
69
44
No data

2007-2008
Current Year
90
96
87
61
75

Chart A: percentage of teachers who express that they have “some” or “a lot” of understanding and
working knowledge about the new social studies curriculum.

Teacher Confidence re Effective Teaching Strategies

Survey data indicates that length of involvement in the project increases the percentage of teachers indicating higher levels of confidence re effective teaching strategies (up to 15% higher).

Chart B
K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

2005-2007
Previous 2 Year Average
80
79
66
50
No data

2007-2008
Current Year
81
88
80
65
88

Chart B: percentage of teachers who express “some” or “a lot” of understanding and working knowledge
about effective teaching strategies for the new social studies curriculum.

Teacher Ability to Utilize Effective Assessment Practices

Assessment has been the most requested topic for PD. After 2007-08 teachers indicate a much higher
level of understanding/working knowledge about effective assessment practices (up to 21% increase).

Chart C
K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

2005-2007
Previous 2 Year Average
60
63
53
55
No data

2007-2008
Current Year
69
72
74
62
75

Chart C: percentage of teachers who indicate “some” or “a lot” of understanding and working knowledge about effective assessment practices for the new social studies curriculum.

General trends have emerged from the data:

• Exciting results! Teachers express increasingly higher degrees of knowledge and confidence across

many areas as the project continues. Noted exception: Grade 12 teachers express high degrees of
satisfaction and comfort in the first year they have been surveyed. In Zone One, grade 12 teachers
often teach all the high school social studies classes in their schools so one possible explanation is
that they may already have exposure to the program in prior years.
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Comments:
• I felt the two day session
was extremely
beneficial. Coming from
a school where I am the
only teacher teaching
the new curriculum, and
only being a 2nd year
teacher it was very
liberating to work with
veteran teachers and be
able to bounce ideas off
them—and realize that
ideas I come up with
were similar to their
ideas!

• Where do I start! There

are so many amazing
ideas that I took from
this inservice that I plan
to incorporate in my
classroom/teaching. I
am definitely going to
have students create
magazines online, use
voice thread.com, and
use digital storytelling.
I’ve already created a PB
wiki and am excited
about using this as well!

• I look forward to sharing

these instructional tools
with all of my colleagues
at Montrose. The
specific tasks and
assignments we
developed will be
shared at school/district
PLC meetings as well as
on a collaborative
district website.

• I can honestly say that I

have come away from
these sessions with so
many different ideas that
I have already begun to
incorporate into my
planning, I really like the
use of graphic
organizers like the
placemat and
plus/minus charts as
well as other strategies
that were modeled.

Impact on Teacher Practice
Teachers Express Continued Need for Professional Development

Teachers recognize the need for ongoing professional development. 71% of teachers express
“some” or “a lot” of need for additional PD. The less implementation support they have
received (as indicated by years involved in the project) the more PD they request. Even after
three years of curriculum support, our analysis of this high request level is very optimistic –
teachers recognize that there is a lot to learn in order to change their practice.

Chart D

2005-2007
Previous 2 Year Average

2007-2008
Current Year

K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

59
70
75
76
No data

66
65
73
76
75

Chart D: Percentage of teachers who express “some” or “a lot” of need for additional PD to
teach the new social studies.

Comments:

• Still working on expanding my

•
•

•

•
•

Teachers Expect to Change the Way They Teach

As a general average over all grades, 70% of teachers expect to change the way they teach
after participating in professional development through this project. Primary teachers show
the lowest numbers – possibly they currently incorporate inquiry/process oriented teaching
strategies into their current programs to a higher degree, and do not expect as much change.
Generally, the higher the grade levels, the bigger the expectation that they will be changing
their practice (noted exception: teachers surveyed in grades 6/9/11).

•
•

Chart E

2005-2007
Previous 2 Year Average

2007-2008
Current Year

•

K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

59
78
84
89
No data

55
83
84
50
80

•

Chart E: percentage of teachers who expect to change the way they are teaching “some” or
“a lot” as a result of PD they have received through NRLC and this project.

Teachers Confirm NRLC Sessions Helped Them Understand New Curriculum
Teachers were surveyed as to whether they had participated in NRLC sessions offered on the
new social studies program. If they participated they were asked to complete a subsequent
question (again grade 6/9/11 are the noted exception).

Chart F
K-3
4, 7
5, 8, 10
6, 9, 11
12

•

•

•

2007-2008
Current Year

•

72
73
85
58
83

•

Chart E: Percentage of teachers who agree that NRLC sessions helped them understand the
new curriculum.

understanding of doing inquiry.
Trying to resist the urge to teach it
the old way!
I have some understanding yet find
it hard to fit in the assessment
component as much.
I would like to observe teachers
who are teaching it from an inquiry
based perspective and have time to
debrief with them after the lesson.
I am a new teacher and am finding
time is limited. In the past six
months I have taught two new
grades.
I have only taught grade 2 for the
last two years and so I missed out
on the PD that was offered!
This is the absolute best PD I’ve
had.
Thanks for a fabulous day—I can’t
wait to incorporate these strategies
into my class!
I am going to be more conscious of
using brain compatible strategies
focusing on 2 at a time and making
them a habit.
I will integrate a variety of cultural
perspectives on a particular
concept.
Although there is already a major
push for critical thinking, this PD
has given me more ideas to use in
class.
It’s finally here! An opportunity to
work with colleagues in the same
course on lessons we’ll actually
use!
I am now qualified to offer this
workshop to K-6 teachers—the
format can be [varied] in length.
[Children’s Lit].
I am very pleased to have had the
chance to collaborate and work
with other local teachers. I found
the “work” periods of the sessions
most beneficial.
I hope to use Voice Threads, Digital
Mapping and prioritizing tools.
Most importantly I now know
where to find the tools and I have
lots of ideas and ways I can
incorporate more technology into
my teaching.
This was a fantastic workshop. It
gave a tool box of 13 tools to use
to enhance our teaching style. It
was great review of Web 2.0 tools.
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Impact on Administrators 2007-2008
Impact on Administrators 2007-2008
Is the curriculum implementation project having an impact on administrators? Yes … But … Administrators are busy people with
varied responsibilities and getting their time and attention requires thoughtful preparation. When they can find the time to participate
they like what they see and they agree that this curriculum has the power to change teaching practice, improve student achievement,
and change the culture of their schools.
Results over time indicate that administrators are increasing in knowledge and confidence when it comes to working with classroom
teachers and the new social studies curriculum. 36 of the zone’s 310 administrators responded to the 2007-08 survey.
• 11.6% response rate May 2008 (36 responses) – a 2% increase from 2007; 81% were school administrators.
• 69% indicate they have “some” understanding and working knowledge about the social studies program; 25% have “a lot.”
• 64% responded that they have “some” knowledge/understanding re “ability to recognize effective practice” - 28% have “a lot”
The last two bullets indicate modest increases over the previous two year.
Basic understanding of overarching concepts
Administrators were asked to complete the following stem on the May
2008 surveys: “I believe that…” Their responses suggest that they
understand the basic overarching concepts behind the program but
additional PD would be helpful in assisting them to carry out their
their leadership roles and to provide support to their teachers.

%

% of administrators who agree with
the following statements (I believe...)

81%

In order to teacher the new social studies, teachers
will need to change their teaching practices

58%

Admin expect to see changes across the curriculum
as a result of the new social studies program

50%

Admin feel comfortable supervising teachers who
are implementing the new program

44%

Admin need to learn more about how to support
implementation of the new social studies program

42%

Teachers in their schools feel confident about their
abilities to implement the new program

Admin Toolkit Making a Difference
When asked to select what sessions they would most like to attend in the coming year, it was positive to note that the Admin Toolkit
was tied for top priority. “An Administrator’s Toolkit: Supporting Teachers in Social Studies Implementation” contains a wide variety of
activities and resources that busy administrators can readily access. It includes PD for admin to facilitate at staff meetings which will
allow them to model program concepts; conversation starters,
%
Greatest interest/highest priority Admin sessions
suggested books, and a host of other ideas to get schools and teachers
on the right track. This tool is not to be used for evaluative purposes.
53% Administrator’s Toolkit
The resource was provided to all administrators who participated in
53% What changes can I expect to see in the classroom? Toolkit sessions held last year, and it received outstanding reviews for
its ease of us use, and helpful content. General Toolkit sessions were
held at MPT Convention, as well as district-specific sessions hosted on
50% Instructional leadership for Social Studies
request. To date 149 administrators have taken part on one or more
42% Assessment for Social Studies
occasions (this total includes admin who chose to repeat this session).
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Impact on Administrators 2007-2008
Comments – Administrators

Competing Priorities
Administrators indicate the biggest barrier to session attendance is “competing priorities.” They are
responsible for more than social studies and with a wide variety of new curricula being
implemented each year, resources that would assist them in more than one subject would be
helpful. The expected expansion of the Administrators Toolkit with the addition of a MATH
component is good news and may be one way to begin to provide resources for multiple subject
areas. An expected completion date for this resource is January 2009.
Data from the surveys
Administrator prefer to increase their
Greatest barriers to admin
would suggest that
knowledge and skills at ...
attendance at sessions ...
NRLC, district
NRLC regional daytime workshops 56% Competing Priorities 78%
workshops and
Teachers Convention 44%
Availability of subs 44%
teachers’ conventions
would be prime
District workshops 33%
Distance from sessions 31%
opportunities to present
Webcasts or VC 25%
the updated Toolkit.
School/District Implementation Plans
While many responses affirm the project’s positive impact, an area of concern is the general
decline in the number of administrators who know whether their school and/or district has a
curriculum implementation plan in place for social studies. Given the multiplicity of roles an
administrator has, it is difficult to prepare a plan for each subject area. It may be helpful to find a
way to incorporate this planning into a larger process instead of making it a separate document.
Joint planning for administrators
School 2005-07 2007- District 2005-07 2007-2008
may also be effective (teachers
(2 yrs)
2008
(2 yrs)
request this more than any other
Yes
53
33
Yes
55
44
PD). Districts/schools who have
implementation plans generally
No
31
25
No
12
11
report higher levels of satisfaction
Unsure 17
11
Unsure 33
31
in other survey areas.
Areas for Further PD – Multiple Perspectives
Although not highlighted earlier in this report, multiple perspectives is an area in need of further
PD for both teachers and
administrators. In Zone one, funding LOWEST administrator responses “I feel comfortable at
and programming has been directed this time with my knowledge of the following areas of the
to both francophone and aboriginal new social studies curriculum.”
25
perspectives. In a limited number of Other perspectives (including francophone)
cases the responses have been
39
excellent (e.g. Dr. Martin Brokenleg Using the Online Guide
series co-hosted with HPSD). At
Aboriginal perspectives
44
other times sessions have been
Dimensions of Thinking (Critical, historical,
47
cancelled. Admin surveys indicate
geographic)
this is an area of need. Further
program planning is required.
Differentiating Learning
47
Suggestions for Admin:
Active administrator participation is essential to curriculum implementation (both site and central).
This very necessary involvement may be enhanced by consideration of the following suggestions
(many adapted from 2005-07 final report):
• Determine if your school and/or district has a curriculum implementation plan. Work to create
or revise a plan and make it into a “living” document that is often updated, referred to,
followed, adjusted, changed, and used!
• Model the pedagogy you want teachers to use in classrooms – use powerful strategies requiring
active participation at staff meetings, attend workshops with your teachers, use the social
studies newsletter as a PD resource for a “mini book club,” do classroom walkthroughs - see
what teachers are doing, be an active participant in the curriculum/implementation project.
• Attend workshops specific to administrators – book an Admin Toolkit session for your district
admin council if you have not already done so. Use the Toolkit with your staff (both site and
central).
• Provide sub coverage and financial support for teachers to attend PD – have them share with
other teachers at your school – encourage them to share with teachers at other sites. Have them
share with you!
• Make use of local, district, zone and provincial resources.
• Continue to make social studies curriculum implementation a priority – teachers will follow
your lead.

• NRLC regional opportunities
are essential and fundamental
to what we do as a division.
• Support for Math and Social
has been excellent in
particular.
• This has been the foundation
of our implementation of new
curriculum. NRLC provides
support in a multitude of
areas and is proactive in
identifying gaps and
predicting future PD needs.
• Principals are aware of our
district plan and we link
where possible [to other
subject areas].
• We used the social studies
implementation plan as a
template to plan math.
• Coaching teachers to
improve their practice will
improve student learning.
• We are struggling to have
social studies remain a
priority in our administrators
and teachers minds.
• This session will help me
assist teachers in clarifying
their goals.
• I will be modelling some of
the criteria setting as part of
“walk the talk.”
• We added Admin buddies to
our district PLC teams.
• Excellent opportunities and
NRLC bends over backwards
to accommodate district
needs and requests.
• Listen to hear and not
automatically be a problem
solver!
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Reflections
Reflections as we are Reaching New Heights
Consideration for Next Steps
• One of the greatest project challenges continues to be finding the appropriate time to offer PD. Teachers continue to note distance,
competing priorities/time, and availability of subs as barriers to attending sessions. Working with district calendars and embedded
time has greatly increased the number of teachers who can attend sessions, and we will continue to strategize viable solutions to
these concerns.
• Multiple perspectives will require further professional development. Use of local resources, assistance from partners such as ATA
and Alberta Education, and thoughtful planning will enable us to continue to improve in this important area.
• Curriculum Facilitator positions as initially intended have not worked in many districts. The constraints of time, distance, and
teaching loads have limited this role. Working with specific areas (i.e. Children’s Literature) has met with positive results and we
will continue to look for innovative ways to build district capacity in leadership roles.
• Continue to work with districts to encourage up to date implementation plans. Continue to involve administrators as they are key
to project success. Continue to work closely with Advisory Committee and ARPDC Social Studies Project Coordinators around the
province. These are all essential elements to Social Studies curriculum implementation success.
Final Reflections
Alberta Education has continued providing an exceptional opportunity for Alberta’s students and teachers by extending the support of
this unique implementation model through to 2010. Their vision in funding the project beyond the initial two years has resulted in
much higher results in all areas surveyed in zone one. To provide funding
until all grades have begun implementation, to use a staggered roll out
allowing schools and teachers to truly engage with the pedagogy
required to make the most of this amazing program, to support the
project to such a high degree with multiple resources (Online Guide,
commissioned series of textbooks, et al), to provide adequate budget
dollars and dedicated staff, and to put teachers and students first – all of
this and more is combining to make this curriculum roll-out a model to
emulate when introducing subsequent new curricula.
Curriculum implementation of this magnitude is resulting in increased
capacity and sustainability in the area of Social Studies. The work is
challenging and time consuming at the provincial, consortia, zone,
district, school and classroom level, but the rewards that our Social
Studies teachers have experienced has brought professional development
and curriculum implementation to new heights.
2007-2008 ARPDC Social Studies Coordinators

NRLC Social Studies Curriculum Implementation – Reaching New Heights

One constant finding in the research literature
is that noticeable improvements in education
almost never take place in the absence of
professional development. At the core of
each and every successful educational
improvement effort is a thoughtfullyconceived, well-designed, and well
supported professional development
component … it is an absolutely necessary
ingredient in all educational
improvement efforts.
(T. Guskey, Evaluating Professional
Development, 2000, p. 4)

NRLC, 9625 Prairie Road, Grande Prairie, AB, T8V 6G5
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We are setting a standard that is world class.
Implementing a curriculum that values
multiple perspectives, explores purposeful
content over rote learning of facts,
encourages students and teachers to
become critical thinkers who are involved
in inquiry, and models exemplary
pedagogy, is visionary in scope while
remaining achievable in the everyday
practice of teachers. We are truly reaching
new heights in curriculum
implementation.
(Leslie Snyder, NRLC, 2006, 2007)

Office 780-882-7988

www.nrlc.net
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